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IIITRODUCTION
It is soTietimes said tnst "Big Business* entered
on the industrial stage with the advent of the macnine age.
"Big Business" has existed for thousands of years. The nen
who built the 'pyramids
,
the contractors v^ho operated the
wheat markiets of ancient Rome, the merchants who traded with
the eastern countries, were all doing business on a large
scale. The introduction of machinery removed many of the
laborious and expensive angles of production and marketing,
but in turn it created and aroused difficulties unheard of
in the period preceding the industrial revolution.
Everyone knows that there is more to industry than
huge factories whose silhouetted smoke stacks belch blood-red
flames at the sky ; more to industry than huge dynamos
surcharging thousands of polished whirring machines; more to
industry than the millions of men. and women treading a
monotonous path to repetitious tasks, ost people realize
that this added and necessary feature is CONTROL.
It is important to consider how the mental manage-
ment of this fast-growing commercial monster, from an inter-
nal standpoint was accomplished. This paper discusses one

particular pLase of busifiess — the management of it
through budgetary control
t
There are, of course, different kinds of control
and menageraent already installed in business and industry*
There are methods of internal check which reduce the
possibility of inaccuracy in the bookkeeping records.
There are well-defined methods for determining the cost of
doing business. There are the calculations and plans of
efficiency experts for correcting existing errors of
management and production. These are only e fevr of the many
systems of control designed to establish and promote a
profit-making organization. In this thesis, hov/ever, we shall
consider budgetaiy control which is used extensively in
connection with policies concerning the government, states,
and cities of our country. liYe shall attempt to sr.avi its place
in business. In order to make our discussion more understand-
able and definable, we shall treat specifically - Budgetary
Control in the Shoe Industry.
The title of this paper requires a brief explanation,
"shoe Industry**, of course, needs no. definition. By it we
refer to the tremendous industry exemplified by the modern

factory housing thousand^ of efficient machines end Tnillions
of men. The definite goal is the production of sr-oes,
millions of pairs, for the comfort of the civilized peoples
of the world. "Budgetary Control", however, needs to be
clarified. By tnis term we mean a sagacious business plan
determined in advance of operations, composed of singular
outlines and ideas necessary in running and improvin5 the
business judiciously. The establishment of such a plan
presents a well-formulated outline to be operated in
coordination with the employees and machines, end results
in a well-sheped program for the business as a whole. Its
purpose is not to limit and restrain the personal abilities
and knowledge of managing executives, but to establish an
imaginary trail to guide the destiny of the industry end to
develop more business.

CHAPTER ONE
MODERN IZiiT ion IN THE SHOE INDUSTRY
"Under the stimulus of capitalism there has
evolved an industrial system that has multiplied the
productive power of the individual and of society. The
serfdo.n of men to the forces of nature, the enslavement
of mankind by the necessity of producing a mere pittance
of material benefit with an exorbitant expenditure of
effort is ended. Men have been emancipated from the
status of beasts of burden. Machines have taken over the
back-breaking tasks imposed upon men from the time of the
Pyramids to the French Revolut ionl'l At tines, the harshest
of methods have been enlisted because the inhabitants of
the world deemed it necessary to advance. Wars have been
fought, men have died, customs and kingdoms have been
discarded, often perhaps to no avail, but because progress
demanded such action.
As a result of this progress, the inhabitants of
all countries have been brought closer together and enjoy
"New York Times", P. M. Mazur, November 29, 1931
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8a more abundant life» Many of these developments have
been outgrowthsof primitive methods. The high-speed
locomotive has supplanted the covered wagon; the oil-
burning steamer has surpassed the clipper ship; radio
and telegraphy have shown the inefficiency of signal
fires end mail wagons. "For millions of people standards
of living have been raised above bare subsistence levels.
Education has become reasonably general. Conditions of
work and living heve been notably advanced, resulting in
a marked improvement of the health of mankind. Scienpe
has created new services and products. The laboratory
has made available as everyday possessions the fondest
dreams of eighteenth- century scientists."-^
All the nations of the world, as well as all the
industries of these nations, have imbibed from all sources
v^at was applicable to their needs and further advancement.
They have rejected, both by deduction and experiment, all
tnose points which may be suitable elsewhere, but which
seem to deter their step in modernization.
Industry was forced to retrench in order to
follow this reconstruction. The development necessitated
^••New York Times" P. M. Mazur, Ilovember 29, 1931
I
9laany drastic changes in the routine of industry, so that
it Tii;5ht adjust itself to the ever-increasing scope of
activity taking place in the world. Since our treatise
is pertaining to the shoe industry, we shall avoid general-
ities and briefly discuss only the external changes wrxich
greatly affect tne shoe plants of today.
The shoe industry as we understand it at tiie
present time, is the result of practices and methods
perfected by years of labor and the tests of time. There
are two main factors now adopted permanently in our plants.
The first factor is the adoption of machinery of different
types, not primarily designed for the manufacture of shoes,
but which has proved advantageous to it and is now an
integral part of the industry. The second factor is that
type of specialization that relates to the distinct
subdivision and classification of xvor'tc anong the employees.
It is important at this ti^ne to point out how
these two factors developed through the years and are now
important elements in the size and complexity of the modern
shoe industry.
Shoes were in vogue as eerly as 1600 B.C. From
that time on, footwear was considered an essential addition

to fashionable attire, as well as a necessary protection
for the human foot. Until about the laiddle of the
nineteenth century, footwear v;as made entirely by hand
with the aid of simple tools, such as the lapstone,
hammer , and pincers. These hand-made shoes required many
1
hours of tedious labor in their construction.
During recent years the ancient way has been
displaced by a system of machines, which turn out perfect
shoes, hundreds of pairs, in the time it took: the old-
style worlcman to make a single pair. These mechanical
devices have been responsible for the development of three
major processes, each using special types of machinery.
They are, "The Goodyear Welt Process", "The McKay Process",
and "The Goodyear Turn Process".
The "Goodyear Welt" shoe derives its naie and
special character of construction from the use of a welt,
which is the narrow strip of leather serving as the conuect-
ing element between the shoe upper and the outer sole.
This type of shoe is perhaps the most popular in use today.
In order to meet certain demands of the trade,
there has been developed a McKay shoe on which a specially-
prepared type of welt is attached to the outer sole. This
1
"History of the Shoe", J. S. Harding ,-Page 1

is then stitched and gives. the appearance of a snoe made
on the "Goodyear Yfelt" principle.
The "Goodyear Turn" shoe machine replaces the
old method of sewing two pieces of leather wron^ side out
and then turning the seamed side in. The turned shoe is
made with an ordinary upper and single sole which are
sewn together on the "Goodyear Turn" shoe machine. The
turning of the shoe is now successfully being done by
machine, but considerable effort is still being put forth
to make a machine that will sew this type of shoe right
side out and thereby eliminate the now necessary process
of turning.
The growth of the shoe industry during the past
fifty years has surpassed all former periods. In the
manufacture of a shoe today there are sometimes one
hundred and seventy operations performed, which necessitates
in some factories the use of over fifty different types of
machines. The remarkable work of tne pest generation could
never have been accomplished had it not been for the constant
development and standardizing of machines and processes, and
the close co-operation between the manufacturers of shoe
machinery and shoe manufacturers themselves.
i
Today, snoe manufacturers large and small can
secure any or all types of shoe machinery by leasing it.
Nearly all shoe factories are conducted on tais basis.
The United Shoe Macninery Company is responsible for tnis
fact. They design, construct, and then lease tneir machines
not only to the small cobbler operating a repair shop, but
also to the largest manufacturers of shoes. Sixty-eight
per cent of the shoe machinery made by this company is
made by no one else, and its interlocking leases extend its
control beyond this figure. Ninety-eight per cent of the
shoes manufactured in the United States, to say nothing of
the shoes manufactured in England, Italy, and elsevmere,
pay the United Shoe Machinery Company a royalty for the
use of these machines. It amounts to from one to five or
six cents on each pair of shoes constructed. The United
Shoe Machinery Caiipany has been chiefly responsible for
developing the shoe industry to its present position. It
has often been referred to as "the snoe industry itself".
A factory plan to modernize production was
necessary to work in conjunction with the perfected madiines,
in order to achieve the greatest results. Many plans and
systems were adopted and discarded, pending the arrival of a

nearly-perfect one. Tne system of speoialiaation was oriosen
because it had the necessary requisites.
The specialized worker , a necessary figure in our
saoe factory at the present time, nay be traced back to tne
skilled craftsmen of the seventeenth century. These
ancient artisans were known as "Kitchen Workers". They
devoted evenings to the production of snoes for their
families, end each worker had e specified task to coaplete
on the shoe. They were skilled in their respective tasks.
Less tiiae than person&l construction demanded was expended
on the shoes and each phase was of a standard type work,
1
due to their familiarity with minor details. The many
phases in the present-day production of shoes, even with
the assistance of machinery, requires a definite knowledge
and understanding of the work to be done. The achievement
of perfection can be accomplished only by constant applica-
tion to the same duty by the same workers.
The Training Department in the modem organization
is an important factor in bringing about this perfection.
This department, through its employment manager, enlists
in its personnel only 7/orkers vdao will be applicable to
1
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their needs and suitable to the well-being of the plant.
This department in its sLuplest form involves nothing
more than preliminary training in the plant under a
regular foreman, en experienced worker, or an instructor
selected for the task. The vestibule, or training school,
is a variation of this method and is sometimes used by
companies which have to train large numbers of men in
intricate or skilled .jobs. It is a training department
separate from production shops, where special instructors
teach new or transferred employees processes or jobs they
are to fill. These employees are subjected to an exten-
sive training period and have a thorough understanding of
their duties before being placed upon actual production.
In the manner outlined above a standardization
of personnel, conditions, and operations is brought about,
which enables the workers to perform their assignments
systematically and scientifically with great efficiency.
Training of workmen has proven well worth-while and often
more than pays for itself by reducing waste and damage.
This is particularly true in establishments using
expensive raw materials and valuable machinery.

The external changes v;hioh have taken place in
the shoe industry stand as a monument to the pioneer
craftsmen of yesterday. The nachines are the "lecnanical
artisans, the successors to the ancient "Kitchen .Yorkers"
whose skill has been supplanted by invention and electric-
ity. The specialists are the thinkers, not the laborers,
the men the pioneers sought to create. This is progress.
The internal features of the shoe industry,
that is, the underlying principles governing these
mechanical modernizations or external features, must of
necessity advance to round out completely the extraor-
dinary turn of events. Modern methods of management must
govern modern methods of production, in order to
definitely establish control over these productive agents
and receive the best results from their use.
The feature to stabilize this mechanical progress
is Budgetary Control. It is m.odernizat ion as regards the
management standpoint; it is the necessary modifier of
operations. A more intimate discussion of tnis principle
in the follov^dng chapters will show us that this too, is
progress.

CHAPTER II
BUDGET iilY CONTROL
Every year the people of the United States have
presented to them, both by newspapers and radio discussion,
the details exercised by the government .officials in
adjusting the finances of the nation. Long hours are spent
by the oomiittee in charge examining every possible detail
of income and expense, and in striving to find unseen itens
which might affect the financial status for the coming year
In other words, to express ourselves in the common vernac-
ular, they must "balance the budget".
In order to effect this balance, there nust be
collected in advance of the activities of the year, some
definite k:nav/ledt,e to guide better these executives in the
problem of conducting the nation's business. This definite
knowledge is arrived at by the use of budgets. It may be
deduced then, that the constant use of budgets, which are
based on predetermined facts and past experience, have the
ability to effect this guidance.

Budget &ry control is definitely a post-wer
development. Before thet time it wes al-^ost entirely
confined to governmental policies. The time has come,
hov/ever, iwhen its efficacy and adaptability to other
lines, especially to industrial activities, has been
seen. Accountants have cited facts wherein it will
help the general welfare of a business. Industrial
engineers end students of manegement have been
earnestly trying to interest manufacturers in this
plan to stabilize their business.
It is easy to understand the slow progress
made in the adoption of budgetary control in business.
Industry, previous to the World War, lacked definite
knowledge regarding its activities, and had perfected
no means of knowing its expenses, nor of controlling
its expenditures under any definite plan of orgeniza-
tion. Manufacturers proceeded to make any product
with which they were faniliar and had the facilities
for, witnout particular regard for market deaands or the
necessity of meeting competitive prices. Little
cons ider&.t ion was given to the products sold or to the

methods of selling the"^. Selling prices were predicted
on total costs and tnere wes seldom any difficulty in
obtaining that price. Fortunately, before manufacturers
found they could not continue from day to day to ^rind
out products in a manner which ignored all these
essentials, the groundwork of budgetary control had
appeared on the industrial horizon.
It was realized that the budget practice of
the governraent could not be directly copied by industry
•
In government the legislature first determined the
budgeted anount and then fixed the rate of taxation to
meet ti.is amount. In industry the cost price was
limited by the martcet price. It vres necessary, therefore,
for the manufacturer to decide whether or not the -larket
price v;as sufficient to cover the cost before he made the
goods or accepted an order. In government affairs, the
aim, at least in theory, was to keep the budgeted amount
as small as possible. In industry, the aim was to make
the sales budget as large as w&s consistent with possible
sales, plant capacity, and financial resources, and to
make the production budget in proportion.

As these facts becscme apparent to the
industrial mind, the budget idea was seized upon as a
panacea for all business ills. Experience, however,
demonstrated that the budget is a great oo-ordinator
,
an aid to clear thinking and intelligent action, but
not a cure-all» A complete budget co-ordinates the
plans of the buying, production, and selling depart-
m.ents of a business. Such co-ordination focuses upon
the plans as embodied in the budget, the thought and
judgment of the persons responsible for the success
of the business, and brings to their attention
automatically, much that might otherwise be overloo'tced.
As a result of the efforts which have been
put forth to establish budgetary control in industry,
we find this plan is now used in a large number of the
shoe plants in this country, '.iany manufacturers were
eager to try it because it seemed to offer a means of
reducing the many complications which arise in a
poorly-controlled workshop.
Budgetary control, then, as seen in the shoe
industry, is to be specific, a system made up of a
number of budgets, tne proper use of which results in

the control of subsequent functions and sctivities of
1
the plant. These budgets are established for a
def initely-steted period. They are based on mathemat-
ical calculations or estimates which are clear-cut and
have a definite meaning for those interested in their
use. Each budget figure represents an estimate it is
true, but they are derived from previous ectual
figures. These figures, after being tempered by
individual judgment, present theoretical standards.
These standards are a goal, and though the final result
may seem difficult to acnieve, nevertheless, it is not
impossible. Standards that have been used in past years
cannot be accepted for the present period, except where
business end plant conditions have remained unchanged.
It will be seen that many standards are to be determined
for the subsequent period to conduct the activities of
the plant profitably and most efficiently.
There are of course, necessary fundamental steps
which must be arranged before any estimates can be
prepared. The developnent of budgetary control depends
on these estimates, and it is necessary that there be so-::e
foundation upon which these estimates rest in order to
1
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strengthen their control, if efficient administration
is to be acconplished, it is necessary to provide not
only for the Ttisking of plans to secure co-ordination of
departmental activities, but also for administrative
control of these activit ies ,so thst the plens made will
be carried out.
In a smell business the president may
supervise and direct all of the administrative functions.
In a business of any considerable size this is impossible
and it is necessary to employ other officers to assist in
the formulation of the executive policies of the business.
The number of such officers who may be e -ployed and the
duties which th^ may perform will depend to a consid-
erable extent on the nature of the operations of the
organization and consequently on the administrative
functions which must be subject to executive supervision.
An organization is like a great machine in which
every part is dependent upon every other part. The
efficiency of the whole is dependent upon bslanced
relationships and co-operative activity throughout. The
following steps give a general plan for the development

22
of an effective organization:
I. Preliminary Steps
A. Determine kind of organization
1. Line
a. Military
1. Single executive supervises
entire organization
2. Each executive is responsible
to his immediate superior
2. Line and Staff most prevalent today
a. Staff analyzes and edvises line
officers
b. Line officer takes direct action
3» Functional- Eliminates one-man control.
Each executive an expert in his
particular field. Directs all
activities in scope of nis division.
B. Fix responsibilities of each executive and of
each employee
1. Have no overlapping of responsibilities
C. Formulate organ iz et ion chart
D. Develop rules for guidance of organization -
Standard practice
1, Put them in writing in form of working
manual
E. Assemble workers into groups or departments
F. Place department head over each group and
:!iake him responsible for*.
1. Laying out work for nis department
2. Flow of work tnrough his department
3. Completion of work
4. Discipline of his depart .lent
(
II» General rules to be follovred:
A. Authority to give orders followed by
respons ibility
B. Wake authority ooramensurate v/ith
respons ibility
C. Make executive responsible for actions
of all subordinates
D. Do not 2ive orders to subordinate over
head of executive in charge
Et Have standard practice and see that it
is follov/ed
III. Personnel and Practices
A. Pick key man or general manager
B. Delegate entire authority to him
C. Make him responsible for running of
bus in ess
D. Lay doivn practices to guide him
E. He will pick his assistants and hes.ds
of each department
F. Train employees
1, Keep adequate supply of younger
men in training for key positions
2. Avoid duplication of authority 1
We shall adapt certain phases of this outline to our o^vn use.
Many of the difficulties in carrying out a
budget ary- control program arise through failure to secure
proper co-ordination of activity in the organization. There
must be a positive responsibility for performance of every
act involved in carrying out the operating program. Any
co^ipany which fails to recognize the ir-portance of ti\is is
doomed to failure not only in its budgetary program, but
i^.dapted from Lectures by Prof. R. 3. Wells B. U. 1932

probably in its business venture as well.
In order that the budgetary program be
properly formulated and executed, it is necessary that
they be instructed with reference to the budgetary plans
of the business. Although previous to its installation
it is in.possible to secure a conplete realization by all
the executives and employees of what the budgetary
program involves, as much as possible should be done to
this end before the budget progrem commences.
Much more might be said with reference to the
importance of securing the co-operation of executives and
employees, but it is thought that the necessity for this
co-operation is evident. The method which should be
employed to secure their co-operetion will depend on the
circvimstances of each case. Tact, courtesy, and
patience are all necessary, and these should be becked up
by determination based on confidence in the progrem end
comprehensive Icnov/'ledge of the method of executing it.
It is desirable, therefore, to set up en
organization composed of those executives end departments
ydiich are directly affected by this system. These

deparfc-ments must be divided end subdivided into groups
with clearly-defined practices, to prevent the over-
lapping of responsibilities and resultant mismanageTient
.
The duties of everyone involved must be distinctly
classed in en effort to elininete ell possible chences of
repetition and perhaps, contradiction.
The subdivision and classification of power to
most efficiently establish budgetary control is end
alweys will be en arbitrary point. Considering, however,
the industry to ii^ioh it is to be applied, I think that
the following division is most applicable:
1. The President of the Company
2. The Budget Comnittee, oo'iposed of tne
Vice President and Policy Board
3. Planning Department
4. The Accounting Department
5. The Department Heeds
Each division will be exsm.ined separately to show the
powers and duties that are vested in them.
The President of the company is the first in
line in the orsanizstion of budgetary control. He has the
power and authority to accept or refuse any plan which is

submitted to him from the other officials. He weighs
the nerits of the perticular idees or plans and the
possibility of attaining the purpose for wnich each
was intended. No budgetary control program has a
chance of success unless it is initiated gnd
actively supported by tne president. The attempt of
any executive other than the president or nis budget
director to inquire into the activities of department
heads, or prescribe the conditions under vrf-iich they
shall function, is likely to be met with resentment
and failure to co-operate. The president is the
only authority that can finally and effectively
mediate the many conflicting interests of executives
whose work must be co-ordinated for successful
budgeting. He must, necessarily, hesitate before he
pieces his stamp of approval, oecause in the final
reckoning the success or failure of the plant is
cast upon his shoulders. Success evokes the praise
of the stockholders; failure arouses their scorn or
threats. He, therefore, must view all the offerings
with an impartial eye and consider the advantages
thet would accrue from their use.

In the preparation of Government tl budgets
it has usually been assumed that final control and
responsibility is vested in the chief executive.
Consequently, he is usually required to submit the
proposed budget to the legislative body with his
personal approval and he is held directly accountable
for its contents.
The Budget Comniittee acting under the direct
sponsorship of the president will undertalce the task of
building the budget. This group is composed of the
vice president or general manager wno serves as the
budget director, and the policy board, whose members
include the heads of all the departments throughout the
plant. This coimittee has exclusive interest in the
policies of m.anagement. They mould the separate
departmental plans and transpose all the data into
what may be called a "Msster Budget", ^ede up of the
budgets of the Service Departments, the Producing
Departments, the Sales Department, and the Administra-
tive Departm_ent. This "''aster Budget" establishes a
complete outline for the business as a v^hole. They
have the power to revise this plan and make any changes

which appear necessary • In other words, they apply
the "acid test" before they sub^ait the co-npleted
outline to trie president for approval.
The Planning Department concerns itself
with all specifications in the plant. This department
has i^.ore data to assist in the establishing of fore-
casts than all other departments. It has control of
stores and makes a study of tne standardization of
materials. It has iniportant information regarding
the capacity and types of m8.chinery and the duties
of the workers. It also sets up the drawings and
blue prints to be used in the respective departments
of the plant. In other words, it has ail the
information necessary to assist any department head
in detemining the departmental budget for the period.
The next department in line is the
Accoiuiting Department. This department is perhaps the
most important one from the standpoint of certitude
in the estimates. The Accounting Department has
direct access to the records and analytical data of
the pest performance and present operation of each

department. These recorded statements are essentially
needed for the plans under ar r ejij e lent , in order to
keep the foundation for the new control closely allied
to the old facts. They make changes, however, which
might tend to decrease expense and improve the net
profit for the budget period. The figures of the
Accounting Department are submitted to the department
heads for their consideration and use in the budgets.
The place of this department in the setup of budgetary
control will be nore definitely discussed in Chapter III.
It may be readily said that the final division
of the organization is the all-important one. In the
installation of budgetary control the primary and yet
essential duties are perfor-ned by the heads of esoh
department. The obligation of constructing the prelim-
inary budgets upon which the success of tne system
necessarily rests, is an important fact. Each department
head, assisted by his foreman and superintendents, has
complete authority over his respective department and
is vested mtn the power to establish representative
figures and facts for tnis department. These facts are

then delivered to tiiose "higher up" for verification
and f inel approval.
There are exceptions to this proposal of
naving the depart-^ent heads originate their respective
budgets. Vmether it is practical to have each depart-ient
head originate his ovm estimate is questionable because
of his unf amiliarity with the conditions outside his
department which affect his budget. It is sometiines
thought a better practice and a considerable saving of
tine to have the budget ccn ittee prepare the departmental
budgets, and then reversing the usual process, sub-dt
it to the department head for his approval.
A skeleton organization chart. Figure 1 , is
sho^vn on the next page^in order to indicate in a
tentative way the relationships among the executives of
the conpany with special reference to responsibility for
budget preparation.
One of the first questions which arise in
connection with the installation of budgetary control is
What shall be the length of the budget period? It is
necessary to determine the length of the period over
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which this budget will run before tae esti:nates of tne
different departments are started. The period that is
established must be of such length that the operations
of the plant can be fulfilled '"ost efficiently, Sone
firms state their general plans for one year in advance
so as to have a goal to work for, but vrork out detailed
schedules for only one 'nontn at a tine. Other firns
make their budget for one year, and as each month goes
by add one month at the other end of the period. By
this means they have budgetary plans made for twelve
months in advance at all ti-nes . Regardless of the
length of time for which budgets are prepared, they
must be scheduled to show monthly calculations, so that
a comparison can be made at the end of each m.onth
between the actual and the estimated performance. This
also allows necessary revisions to be put into effect.
The most practical period to use in the shoe industry
is that of one year with monthly statements. A few
reasons can be cited to justify this statement.
The first reason for favoring a longer period
is because it provides for relatively long-inin planning.
The snoe industry is that type of business that requires

planning far enough into the future in order to
aocomplish the maxiTiUTTi results.
The second reason is the seasonal factor.
In many industries there are sone seasons during which
sales orders are received at a fester rate than the
manufacturing facilities of the plant -will per-ait the
merchandise to be produced. In an instance of this
kind, the budget must be based upon the selling season.
Seasonel factors, however, affect but
slightly the operstions of a stioe plant, since the
greatest percentage of the total output consists of
staple models. Therefore, the management is able
during normal times to spread the production of the
plant over the entire year on a fairly-even basis. In
consideration of these facts the budget period can
readily be establisned for one fiscal year.
Planning in advance is one of the most common
activities of all men in all lines of work, and as
budgetary control demands a vest amount of planning, it
is necessary to enter into tnis work before the beginning
of the fiscal period.

No methods heve ever been developed by which ti.e
future operations of a business can be forecast. By
careful study, plans can be made in most businesses TAThich
will correspond quite accurately with the results attained.
Even in those businesses where it is possible to me'tce plans
which are only approximately correct, such plans are better
then no plans at all. Until a compsrat ively recent date,
sales forecasts were little more than guesses. They were
not based on carefully-selected and correlated facts.
Unfortunately, there is reason to believe that a large
portion of sales estimates are still mere guesses. Market
analyses until recently were difficult and costly, because
of the time required to collect data from the various
sources. Now an abundance of data is available. The
United States Department of Commerce in its domestic series
of publications has issued several annual reports listing
the market research agencies of the country, the purpose
being "to provide all persons interested in domestic market
investigation with a source book of the research work in
their field conducted by both private and public agencies,
and by presenting a summery of whet others heve done, are
doing and contemplate doing to curtail duplication of

1
research".
The initial forecast in the budgetary program
is usuelly made by the Sales Depertment, The reason for
this is easily seen. Shoes, as TAiell as any other
conmiodity , are produced in order that they may eventually
be sold, and sold at a profit to insure the manufacturer
a return on his capitel investment. The procurring of
sales can be considered the nucleus of the shoe industry,
the axis around which our system revolves, and therefore,
the fundamental fact upon which our system stands . It is
the duty then, of the Sales Department to establish the
sales budget, "'.";hich sets forth the sales which are desired
and deemed possible during the next budget period. They
must do this since they are more intimately in touch with
the actual trends of the business and understand thorougnly
the reactions of the market and the consumer.
The first fact to consider in det emiining the
basic figure for the estimated sales of the new budget
period is,- past performance. This brings to light the
amount of business which the plant has transacted during
previous periods. It has already been mentioned that this
information was filed and kept faithfully by the Accovmting
1
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Depsrtraent. The figure used is not for the previous
year alone, but an average figure for the years during
which sufficient business was transected to ellovr the
figure to be included in the determination! For exanple,
the sales figure for the years 1925-1934 inclusive may
be t eken and the average sales figure determined. From
the consideration of the figures for these years an
average may be taken, and in the case et hand, this will
be 1,250,000 pairs of shoes. This figure v;ill be the
sales estim.ate based on past performence and the
preliminary step in the budgetary plan.
In a manufacturing business it is essential
that the sales estimates be made in terms of physical
quantities. Production orders are issued for a certain
number of pairs of each style of shoe to be produced
and not alone in terms of dollars and cents. It is not
enough for the production departT.ent to know thst the
estimated sales for the budget period are approximately
$300,000. It ^-lust know how many pairs of each style of
shoe v/ill probably be sold during the period in order
that it may know how many pairs must be produced to meet

the Seles requirements.
The result obtained in the previous analysis,
that of past performance, must be modified in order to
make the estimates more representative; the Planning
Departments must observe tne business trends or conditions
as they exist at the present tine. Business trends are of
vast importance and must, obviously, be regarded to me'ce
the final determination more exacting. Financial history
and observation point out that the conditions of 1928, a
period of perhaps Utopian happenings, have little in
common with the dark days of 1952. Since, however, the
plans are being arranged for the year 1935, they must
temper the figure for thgt preceding era of perhaps
superficial prosperity and analyze tne facts nov; being
presented.
The business world is at present in a state of
economic upheaval. The general business decline which had
been rapidly spreading since 1930 forced the owners of
every business to enforce an economy program. The result
was a general epidemic of une-nployment , a drastic reduction
in saleries and wages and a constant revision of the prices
of consum.er commodities.

The Federal Government
,
ho-wever, has
intervened. Through the medium of the National Recovery
Act and the installation of specific codes for every
industry, the attempt has been made to check unemployment
and force the price trends upwsrd. This is being done by
limiting the number of hours which an employee may work
end also by establishing a minimum wage for the employee.
The entire problem for forecasting business
trends is both a complicated and a delicete matter.
Well-known experts on the subject of interpreting trends
and the effect of business cycles have not always been
right. It would certair.ly be unwise not to utilize all
possible available information to determine the probabil-
ity of the continuance of the trend plotted for the years
1933-1934-1935 in order to avoid too .^^reat a surprise
either of a further rapid upward turn or of a decline.
Even with all the data that can be procured, tne trend
cannot be forecast with any too great accuracy ss to
either the top of a peak or the bottom of a valley.
Realizing the importance of these facts the organization
must be conservative in their practices lest unsound
8S
policies and unguarded thoughts place the plant in a
dangerous positiont
The Sales Department must teke warning from
the consideration of the definitely-stated statistics
and charted facts showing the general business decline
and the inability of the public to purchase. General
buying has decreased about twenty per cent of its former
figure. It will be a natural consequence that sr-oe sales
will likewise decrease. So te-npering the business trends
with individual judgment, it is deeded advisable to
reduce the initial quota by twenty per cent pending
further develop'ment , The quota based on past perfomance
outlined the estimated sales at 1,250,000 pairs of shoes.
This figure is positively unsound for the present trend
of business. In consideration of the facts which have
been enumerated, the estimated figure will have to be
reduced by 250,000 pairs, in order to adjust itself to
this decline in business. The revised estimated scles
figure then, will be stated at the maximum lijnit of
1,000,000 pairs of snoes.
Before the sales estimate is submitted by the

Sales Department to the Production Depert'nent, it
should be studied for further revision because of
production capacity. It is useless to foraulete a
sales program which is beyond the capacity of the
Production Department to satisfy. Consequently,
data must be obtained from the Planning Departinent
which will show production capacity. It is then
possible to determine whether the quantity called
for by the Sales estimate can be produced. If not,
it may be necessary to deter-iine which items should
be reduced or eliminated.
A discussion arising at this time pertaining
to the determined sales figure demands a brief explana-
tion. The srioes which are to be manufactured and sold
will not all be of the same size, style, or color. A
variety of finished goods is necessary in the shoe
business, in order to satisfy the set desires of sone
customers and the passing fancies of otners. Staple
models, that is, the particular types of shoes v^ioh
are always in demand, will form the greatest percentage
of the total output. The quota of sport models or

ultra-fancy shoes is s figure generally determined by
guesswork. The important need of subdividing the selea
into particular units or types does not necessarily
pertain to the discussion of budget control, but is
essential for tiie determination of the cost of sties.
Since the cost elements are not being determined at
this point, the sales vdll be treated as if the snoes
were of one stendard type.
The reader must keep in mind during this
discussion, the distinction between the estimated and
actual sales. Everyone understands that actual sjles
take place after the period of manufecture, or the
productive angle has been completed; unless, of course,
the plant is manufacturing to specific order. In this
system of budgetary control the order is reversed and
the estimated sales figure is used as a besis for further
planning. This point should be re:nembered as this survey
continues, in order to avoid confusion.
The next important step in the development of
the budgets is the insuguretion end establishment of a
productive plan called production control. It is at this
I

point thet the officials co-ordin&te the much-discussed
Seles estimate of 1,000,000 pairs of shoes, previously
established by the Sales Department, with the future
activities of production. From this phase on, then, the
Production Department begins to participate in the
budgetary activities.
The proposed sales estimate is now presented to
the plant officials in charge of production. The
Production Departnient nov has definite kno7/ledge regarding
the nunber of snoee or units to be produced. They .ust
break up this production figure into its conponent parts
in order to arrive at the necessities required to
manufacture rnis designated n\imber of snoes. These
requirements will principally include: stores on. nand,
raw mater iels
,
findings, machinery, and operators. They
must establish a systen "Brtiich will control these elements
of the productive program. This system might well be
termed Production Control.
Production Control, according to Jeorge D.
Bebcock's definition is "that system which controls the
order of ^.ove-ient of the elements of a productive program

1
in relation to eaci-L other and to the whole". In other
words, production control e-nbraoes all the activities
under the jurisdiction of management engineering. It
covers design and specifications, analysis of the product
and of production facilities, practical processes,
inventory control, waste, and spoilage eliminations.
The exponents of production control have also
called it "preplanning" because of the fact th&t control
2
is based on foresighted planning. The term "preplanning"
will be used often in referring to this particular division
of budgetary control.
The Production Department heads must consider
five important steps in order to c&rry out preplanning.
These steps may be classified as follows:
1. The Icinds and quantity of m.aterial
required for production
2. The number of machines and workers
necessary to work this m.aterial
3. A definite routing
4. Scheduling the work through the
plant
5. Dispatching the work to the
various operations
1
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Before considering the first topic, it is
necessary to mention a few points connected with meteriel.
The retail price of a pair of snoes is oo iposed of the
cost of goods sold, which includes the Tisterial, labor,
overhead, and any other expenses of production and sellingt
The material used in the construction of the shoes is
divided into leather, clotii, end findings. At this time
we shell discuss only those points relating to the
procurring and selection of these elements by the Produc-
tion Department. The cost of the materials will be taken
up later in the study.
The first point in preplanning calls for anc lysis
of the kinds and quantities of materials to be procurred.
The selection of raw materials demands an exacting study
before actuel purchasing takes place. The requirements
of the snoe must be known before tne different gredes of
leather can be selected. The inner leather, for example,
must be different and usually not of such a high grsde as
that used on the outer portion of the shoe. The color of
the leather must be the same throughout, in order to have
the shoe of uniform tone. The leather is often stretched

during the neny processes and this hes a tendency to
emphasize any inaccuracy in the color. The findings,
that is, the incidentals sucn as eyelets, nails, end
different weignts end grades of thread, -^ust be
selected ai'ter reviewing tneir adaptability to the
product. These specifications are --ade icnown by the
Planning Department and are recorded and placed on
file for future use.
The product ionr budget indicates tne quannity
of goods that will be produced for tne coTiing budget
period. The quantity of materiel to be purchased
deiiands exeotins accuracy. The Production Department
has detailed information as to the quantity of leather,
cloth, end findings required to carry out the proposed
Tianufacturing budget of one ^.illion psirs of snoes.
With this infonnation it is possible to prepare the
rav/ lateriels budget.
The Receiving Clerk: is responsible for incoming
materials. It is nis duty to receive the -materials,
deterriine and report the quantity received, inspect then
as to quality, and deliver the-^. to the storeroom to be
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placed in stock. In establishments that use -leterials
which must comply with definite technical or specific
standards, es in the shoe industry, a separete
Inspection Department is usually maintained. For all
practical purposes it may be viewed as a subdivision
of the Receiving Department, ^
The Stores Recorder has charge of the inventory
in stock,which ne controls by means of a Stores Ledger,
This Ledger is made up of a series of indexed cards. It
is preferable to have these cerds filed according to
some definite plan so that tney can be referred to for
daily use. The purpose of these cards is to give the
balance of all kinds of materials on hand at ell times.
The quentity of material on hand is limited by maximum
and minimum figures, A form of the Stores Ledger Card
is indicated in Chart
These figures prevent the stock of materials
from, becoming too large or too snail as the case -ay be.
When the amount of msterials is expanding too rapidly
and exceeds the naximum figure, the Stores Recorder
orders purchases curtailed until the stock is again
1
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within the quota steted in the records. An excessive
inventory of raw materials requires additional storing
space, ties up too much working oapit&l at one tire,
end represents idle funds which may be needed elsewhere.
When the supply of materials is fell ins; short, the
Stores Recorder places a requisition order with the
Purchasing Agent for additional materials and a^ain
replenishes the stock. Correct inventory control
eliminates the possibility of either of these
situations becoming prevalent. It aids the manufacturer
to obtain knowledge regarding the cost of '-'.aterials and
promotes efficient handling of stock.
Upon receipt of a purchase requisition the
Purchasing Department makes the necessary arrangements
for the purchase of the materials required. Tnis includes
securing quotations and ascertaining freight rates and
deliveries. ?/hen the vendor from whom the purchase is to
be made is decided upon, a purchase order is dravm up and
sent to him.
The Purchasing Agent when requested by the
Stores Clerk to procure addition material, must be guided

by at least these tv/o considerations:
1. The trae required to obtain delivery
2. EoonoTiical quantity to purchase
The first factor is i'nportant from a produc-
tion standpoint. If the stock of materials on hand
falls below the Tninimu-n figure of the Stores Ledger
and is not i-^ mediately replenished by the Purchasing
Agent, operations cease, expenses e.c cu-^ul at e , and
there is an unnecessary loss to the manufacturer.
The second factor depends upon the a "'.ount
of material needed and the terms upon which the
particular material can be purchased nost profitably.
The Purchasing Forecast will aid in systenstizing
material requirements. Tnis form is shovm in Chart ^3.
The second division under preplanning
pertains to tne equipment, that is the machinery and
operators necessary to process the lateriel for tne
productive work:. The adaptability and efficacy of
machinery in the shoe industry and its complete
adoption into the productive departments of plants has
been treated. The operators of tnese machines have
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been considered and they h&ve been found to be a hign-
minded type of specialists, essential to the carry inr;
out of tne intricate details of shoe structure. It is
now important to harness, or -nan the al ost unlimited
number of machines, and establish a definite number for
the purpose of production.
It is inportant to understand that production
must at all ti'^es maintain a slight margin over sales.
This means that there must always be a larger amount
produced betv/een the beginning and end of the fiscal
period than there is being sold. This slight produc-
tive margin saould be maintained in order to insure
the purchaser of the shoes an almost im-nediate deliverer.
Speedy deliveries have a tendency to achieve a result
of return orders, and a small stock of finished goods
demands less storing space. Chart ^ will outline tiie
course which the estimated sales and production should
take.
It has been stated previously that the length
of a budget period will be one fiscal year. It follows
then, that the production of one million pairs of s..oes
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CHART 4
RELATIOII OF THE ESTIMATED ACTIVITIES OF THE SivLES
AND PRODUCT IO:i DEPART 'lEITS

must take place over this ststed period in order to
fulfill the require nents of estimated sales. It is
neoessary to knovr how many machines end workers there
are at the disposal of the -nanufacturer to accomplish
this production. The Planning Depart-nent will be in
possession of this information relative to capacity of
machines in various departments and mil determine the
nunber of units to be operated and the nu^nber of
operatives necessary in order to fulfill the production
1
program. The Production Depart "ent with this informa-
tion and past statistics es to the ti^ne necessary to
complete a shoe, can set up e monthly production order
and definitely determine the number of machines end
workers necessary to co-^plete the output of one nillion
pairs of shoes over the course of twelve months.
According to budgetary control this is the best method.
An exannple might simplify the plan and make it more
understandable.
The Production Manager, the Shop Superintendent
and the foremen have under their direction a definite
num.ber of machines and operators to carry on the workings
1
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of the plant. For the purpose of rounding out the
illustration, the potential pov^er of the department will
be placed at tvro tnousand machines and twenty -seven
operators. Statistics gathered by job analyses and time
studies in the past indicate that taese agents are capable
of producing approximately eighty thousand pairs of snoes
a month on full time. The monthly production order will
be teiiporarily placed at eighty thousand units. On this
monthly basis the total completed production for the yeer
will be nine hundred sixty thousand pairs of s. oes.
According; to the estimates , the output is forty
thousand pairs under tne production requirements. Tnis
fact indicates that an adjustment must be made to bring
the totals nearer to each other. Production must , of
necessity, be "stepped up" or increased in order to take
care of the estimated sales. The -r-.ost efficient and
possibly lees expensive way to acco...plish tuis would be
to spread the total under production over the entire
period. In order to do this there would have to be an
increase of daily worlcing hours, or overtime, and a
greater use of the present machinery. If tnis plan were

carried out, the operetions of the department Tiixht be
determined on a more even basis and therefore, would
not necessitate the radical te-porary changes wriioh
would disturb the present setup of the depart -nent. The
depart ment head and r.is essistents -nust approx i-^iste a
higher nonthly production fi^mre and fulfill this by
inaugurating the overtime plan. This plan would increase
the monthly production order end balance the ssles and
production estimates at the end of t .e period.
The fects in this example are perhaps ideal,
since they can be so readily adjusted and made suitable
to the needs of the plant. Greater difficulty would be
experienced, however, if the neens of production were
entirely inadequete to care for the proposed output.
If this were the case, either the sales estimate would
have to be drastically reduced or a definite expansion
would be necessary in the plant. It is often exercising
better judgment to revise the proposed pi ens rather t.ian
undergo the extra cost of new equipment. Then age in,
the fact that extra equipment unnecessarily installed
might lie idle in the future is an Important objection.

One point in f evor of this extra equipment, however, is
that the increase in equipment would be undertaken during
a period of business depression. This new machinery
could be utilized to its greatest extent when the shoe
industry begins to increase its activity.
Routing, the third factor under preplanning,
takes into consideration the numerous essential features
directly pertaining to actual production. This division
establishes in advance the best line of travel and order
of procedure over wnich the units will pass. It
co-ordinates all the elements of production, such as
time, place, materials, machinery and workers. It is
also important that work in process should arrive and
leave the station at the scheduled time.
There are usuf-lly .'^ethods of producing or
building a shoe, but it is the duty of the head of the
Production Department and his assistants, to study the
particular types of shoes which are to be constincted
and to detemine the best possible method of manufacturing
the-n. The results which are obtained from the analysis
should be in the ^nost logical and systematic order to

insure the correct connections between eech operation.
In the shoe industry the accuracy of the wortc
done on the siioe depends largely upon its being perfoned
in the proper sequence* "in continuous activities tnis
is co'nparatively easy, since the sequence is al .ost
1
automatically fixed by the character of the industry."
When this rotation is established and found to be
adaptable, it should be meintained to stabilize both
the cost of production and the element of time.
After the sequence of operation has been
determined, it is vitally important that some permanent
record be kept of it. There should be a special operation
sheet to tabulate these different productive divisions.
The foremen in charge at the different points of produc-
tion also add upon this operation sheet the time necessary
to handle the snoe and to complete the particular process
that is performed. It is necessary that much consideration
be given to tnis very important setup. The operation
sheet is diagrammed on Chart =ff5.
Routing, then, has established the menufacturing
of shoes as a continuous process, developing from the time
1
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the rew materials leave the stock: rooti until tney enter
into the stock of finished soods. Each operation is a
foundation for the subsequent one. This feet will
sinplify the fornuletion of the schedules v/hich is the
next subdivision of preplanning.
Scheduling is defined as "the determinet ion of
the relative ti'Tie at which each operation or event in
1
connection with manufectur ing may occur". In other
words it fixes the size and duration of each individual
task and the time limits within wiiich eacn job must be
done.
The facts of scheduling are co-ordinated with
the lonthly production order of eighty -five thousand
pairs of shoes, and arranged the time limit of each
process of this order. In connection with tnis the
Production Department must carry a record of how the
daily production is progressing. This aay be done in a
systematic way by the use of e schedule tepe. This tape
is marked with the production data of esch day end must
relate preport ionally to the total output.
The route sheets have been s et up snowing and
1
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tracing the definite course which the shoe vdll take
through the plant. The schedule tapes which point out
the desired data regarding the actual production in
comparison v/ith the predetermined estimates have been
formed. It is now necessary to link these different
notions into a works ble unit. This is made possible
by the dispatching of the work, the fifth division
under preplanning.
Dispatching in a business sense means to
perform, to execute speedily and to finish according
to prearranged plans and scnedules. This particular
division then, can be S8.id to be the exercising of
control or supervision over the already arranged plan.
This control must be pieced in efficient hands and be
definite and strict because no system, of control can
be better than the men who operate it.
The Dispatch Clerk, a member of the Planning
Department, has charge of this supervision. He issues
the material requisitions, the tim.e card, the instruc-
tion card, and the inspection orders, and likev/ise
checks tnese cards as they are returned to him. He has

no direct dealings with the workers, however, but can
indirectly discipline them through their superiors,
the foremen, if they fail to acconplish the given tasks
in the standard time set. The foremen can directly
bring about the correction of these errors.
In an effort to snoe the operation of
dispatching, let us presume that the system of budgetary
control has been installed and that production is ebout
to begin. The material requisitions have been issued by
the Dispatch Clerk and laaterials have been set out from
the stores by the Stores Clerk and are on hand for the
first application. The route sheet is noiv cnecked for
the beginning of this operation; namely, the placing of
the leather upon the last. The forenen folloiv the
instructions of the Dispatch Clerk and supervise the
production and the i.vorkers in order to make certain that
the operations are completed in eccordsnce with the
prearranged plans and schedules. They are then passed
along to the next process after having been checked on
the route sheet. The control is continued directly
through the processing of the shoe up to the point

"Where it is co'pleted and beco-^aes a part of the finished
goods inventory.
It should be understood that there is not
minute supervision over each individual shoe, and that a
special route sneet has been prepared for single pairs.
There is one route sneet for the total amount of
production that v^ill be accomplished in the plant over
the course of one day. The possible nximber according to
ourestimates will be approximately seven thousand pairs
daily.
Planning and controlling production is further
accomplished by the use of graphic cherts and graphic
methods of control. They -nake it possible to visualize
conditions in the shop and to keep in mind the many facts
which must be considered in order to maintain a constant
and uniform volume of production. Graphic methods enable
the Production Department to keep work planned ahead for
eacn department or machine; to snift work from, one
machine to another when necessary; to give rush orders
precedence over regular work; and to avoid congestion or
idleness in different departments.
The third main section to budgetary control is

the preparation of the expense budgets. Expenses ere a
natural result of operations and it is well to heve so^ie
method of oompariso:! between the actual and esti-aated
expenditures. This may be done by predetermined esti-iatee
The future activities of the Sales Departnent
and the Production Department have been analyzed and are
the basis for determining the estimated expenses. The
selling expense budget based on the sales, and the
operating expense estimates based on production can now
be established.
The selling expense budget may be divided into
two sections, edvertising expense and actual selling
expense. The advertising expense is almost always
considered a part of the selling expense, but it is well t
classify them in order to determine their respective
budgets*
The advertising expense is the amount of m.oney
that ivill be spent in developing the market for the shoes
of the particular manufacturer. In preparing the
advertising budget the first question is usually the total
amount to be allowed. Advertising men agree that this

^^Pends on many factors end can be decided only after a
careful analysis of each company's problems. A question
as to what method should be used in determining the
amount of the appropriation has been discussed in an
article based on a survey of one hundred leading indus-
1
triai advertisers. The writer lists eight methods,
seven of which might be used by shoe manufacturers,
1. Percentage of s&les or profit's metnod.
This is said to be the most widely used
m.ethod, ^.^Vhether to use pest sales,
future sales, or a combination of both
is a debatable question.
2. The task lethod. This consists of
defining the tesk to be accomplished
and then budgeting an amount that will
be sufficient to do this.
3. Per unit method. This consists of
levying a definite e:nount on each unit
or pair of shoes sold.
4. The business conditions method. This
method is varied as business conditions
warrant.
5. The "watching competitors" method.
This is self-explanatory.
6. The number of prospective purchasers
method
.
7. The goodwill method.
1
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We v/ill use the first -method listed,- the
percentage of the sales metr.od. For exe-ple, the
appropriation Tiay be 2r!//o of tne anticipated sales. In
the sr.oe industry the percentage set aside from year
to year is fairly consistent. It is hardly ever
necessai^ to exceed the figures of past years in order
to "push" a ne-A- line. The consu-.ers will not buy a
particular shoe because it is advertised, but if it
appeals to the-n and they need a pair of shoes, they
will purchase then. This edvertising estimate then,
can be figured to &pply for a nu.n.ber of years.
The selling expense is divided into two
classes:
1» The expense of securing orders
2. The expense of filling orders
The first division v^-ill include the expense of
selling the shoes, that is the expenses of the salesmen
and the sales office expense. The estimates for tnese
expenses will depend on the efficiency of the Sales
Depart^nent itself, end can only be approxiriately
calculated. These figures are subject to constant
revision.

The niirnber of salesmen depends on the
selability of the snoes and the extent of the territory
covered. Their saleries and conmissious will probably
be based on their sales quotas. The sales office expense
depends on the number of branch sales offices and the
employees necessary to handle the orders of the customers.
The selling expense budget, then, can be seid to rely
more on past figures and the efficiency of the Sales
Department rather than on any new ideas offered by
budgetary control.
The expense estimate, the cost of supplying
the demajids of the customers, is based on tne efi'iciency
of the Production Department to supply the orders of the
Sales Department. If production control is exercised
properly, there will be a minimum of storage costs and
almost immediate delivery.
The expense of handling, delivery and insurance
is subject to little change and can be determined fairly
accurately by knowledge of freight costs, insurance
rates, the extent of the territory covered, and tne
possible sales in each territory.
I
It is difficult to prescribe any definite
method for budgeting operating expense. The data
obtained from past periods is useful end may be
adjusted to suit the present setup of tne plant. The
fixed expenses such as rent, taxes, and depreciation
are constant as long as the present plant setup
continues. There are variable expenses, such as
power, light, and maintenance, Trtaich depend on the
amount of the output.
To complete the operating budget it is
necessary to select for each phase of activity the
expense level -vriiich indicates what the standard
expenses will be for the period. On the basis of the
previous assumptions tne knowledge exists as to the
amount of sales and production activities to be
performed. The operating expenses will be guided by
these figures so that the task is merely one of
compiling the expense budgets on the proper forms.
As the individual budgets were approved by
the Budget Com dttee, they formed the basis for an
estimated income statement and belence sheet. The
approval of the entire budget system formed an
I(
exhibit setting forth the income from the manufecture
and sele of one million pairs of snoes.
The budget system is not complete unless it
includes an esti 'ated income statement showing the
income and expenses of the business as they will be for
the budgeted period if the budgets are carried out
according to schedule, and a balance sheet as of the
last day of the budget period, indicating the condition
of the business as it will be on that date.
In summarizing this chapter, we recall that an
organization has been established to govern the operation
of budgetary control. We have established an estimated
sales figure for one year, upon which the activities of
the Production Department have been reorganized and
made suitable to produce the estimated number of shoes.
The expenses of selling the shoes and delivering them
to the customers have been c&lculated, based upon the
efficiency of tne now- control led Seles end Production
Departments. These estimates h&ve been moulded into a
master budget and the result is tue "Pro Fot'xb" profit
for the period. The preperation of these statements
will be shown in the next chapter.

CHAPTER III
ACCOUNTING ifi AN ADMIIilSTRATIVE AID
In every business, no matter how small or
simple it may be, some type of accounting is necessary
to figure the financial status of the concern after
operations. In a trading business where nerohendise
is bought and sold at a mark-up, the difficulties are
relatively few. In a manufacturing business, however,
materials are bought and processed by the company and
then sold et a price which includes the cost of
manufacturing plus the company's profit. Under these
circuTnstances every item must be takren into considera-
tion in an effort to accurately determine the cost of
sales. It is with these ideas in mind that we enter
into the discussion of accounting in the shoe industry.
The real function of all accounting work is
to render a service to business fnanagenent. The
service lies in placing before business executives the
most co-nplete information of their affeirs, analyzed
and interpreted so as to be readily understood and used

effectively in guiding and controlling their operations,
and that transactions may be carried on T.ore profitably,
econonically and conservatively. As business organiza-
tions gravi larger end operations beoo e nore diversified
the executives must necessarily place greater reliance
upon accounting services.
The Accounting Department in the shoe industry
and usually in every iT.anufacturing concern is separated
into tvfo divisions , Cost Accounting and Financial or
General Accounting. Cost accounting is the analytical
study of the expenses incurred in carrying on a business.
The Cost Department assists the Production Department
Manager and the Plam:iing Department with the analytical
study of the expenses and costs involved in producing
the Slices, using as a basis the predetermined figures.
The average cost of each pair of shoes is finally
evolved. The Financial Accounting Department deals
with the business as a whole. Its major function is
the recording, verification, and presentation of the
actual transactions vriaich have taken place over a
designated period. For budgetary control purposes ,however
,

this depertment v;ill outline in statement for-n, all
the estimated incomes and expenses which have been
previously outlined by other departments for the
budgeted period and determine an estimated profit
from these budgeted figures. These tv/o departments
will be viewed separately. Details will be given
to show hov^ they enter into the manageTient of the
business.
The basis for the construction or develop-
ment of any accounting system, whether it is "oing
concern or one being newly organized, is the chert
of accounts. This diart designates by proper titles
the accounts required for executive control. A
well-constructed system of accounting defends that a
clsssif icatior of accounts be established providing
for the grouping of information in accordance with the
data required for the preparation of reports. A
correctly-designed chert of accounts adjusted to the
needs of a particular business v/ill enable the
Accounting Department to assemble the facts pertaining
to the business, not only with facility, but at the
same time in a manner that will reflect the transections

in their true li?^ht,
A ohert of eccounts vriiich -neets the
requirements of budgetary control raust take into
consideration e number of factors. It should be
detailed enough to provide for all accounts needed
at the present time and in the future. It must
provide for the segregation of expenses essential
for the development of standards. Variation
accounts will be used for the variation from these
standards. The arrangement of the cnart of accounts
should permit the segregation of entries in accord-
ance with budget classifications and the assembly of
these entries into control accounts as required for
the master budget.
After the chsxt of accounts has met all
these requirements, considerat ioa must be given to
the mechanical task of compiling accounting records
and the ssseiblying of data in a manner readily
understandable and involving the minimxim amount of
clerical expense.
The final consideration is the arran.gement
and designing of financial reports which must be

prepared for executive use. This provides for a
summarization on a final balance sheet and profit and
loss statement. 1
We will assuine that the definite accounts to
be used have already been established and their place
determined on the reports to be rendered, /^e will show
how the data recorded in the niimerous accounts is collect
by tne Cost Depart:nent and Accounting Department and
finally appears on the executive reports.
It is important in this age of "cut -throat"
competition that the manufacturer has an accurate
estimate of the cost of manufacturing each unit. Vfith
this definite basis to figure on, he can offer
intelligent business bids and thereby protect himself
against losses.
A properly-constructed cost system is a vital
machine of management. It achieves a nu aber of purposes,
and the benefits derived therefrom outweigh any
arguments which may be brought against the installation
of such a system. There are four important arguments in
favor of using a cost system in the or;5eniz8tian of a
Adapted from Lectures by Prof. Bornhofft - B. U. 193.5

of a plsnt. They are es follows:
1. The determination of the lov/est
price at i^^ich competition can
be met
2. The only neans of actually
constructing a snoe at a price
3. The ability to determine the
unprofitable lines-1
4. The only means of obtaining
actual costs to coapere with
the estimated costs
By a discussion of the four facts outlined above, the
efficacy of such e. plan can be sho"vvn and a definite
tie-up with the system of budgetary control can be
established.
The first division is the important one from
the manufacturer's point of view. It is a well-known
fact that a price on an article cannot be quoted if
the costs of this article are not known. Under this
heading, the method of predetermining the unit cost
of the shoes will be surveyed. In this way the
completion of the estimates can be carried through.
The manufacturin oost of a pair of shoes is
composed of three distinct elements:
1
Adepted from "Modern Methods of Executive Control"
Wingate Kelly Page 94.

1. laterial
2. Labor
3. Expense
Material is necessary for the production of
any article. Manufacturing consists of changing the
form or nature of the material in such a manner that
it becones better fitted for human needs. Thus, a
strip of leather may be worked into various shapes
,
and by tne final chen^e in fora is 'nore valuable
than in its original state.
Labor is necessary for the adept st ion of
material to greater usefulness. Without labor
manufacturing is impossible, for no mstter how great
may be the use of modernized machinery, there is
always some point at wnich hunan labor is necessan/
in order to give effect to manufacturing processes.
Without expense labor cannot work upon
material. Equipment, power and other facilities must
be provided in order that labor may perform its tasks.
Each of these requires expenditures in the form of
expense.
The first item entering into tne cost is the

the raw meteriels or leather, cloth, and findings.
Up to this point only the estimated cost has been
determined. The actual cost is now taken from the
bill of -nfterial on the T.aterial requisition 8S
priced by the Storekeeper. One forn of -material
requisition suitable for our purposes is s;.own in
Chert f:6.
The Cost Department received tuese figures
and with its previous icnowledge acquired froi the
Planning Department regarding the amount of leather
which must be used on the shoe, they are able to
definitely establish the cost of raw materials for
each style.
It is important to observe the variations
in material costs. There are two principal ways in
which these costs may vary.
1. Price of materiel
2» Material used
In order to standardize the cost of materiels
the Cost Department must carry a "Variation in Materials
Purchased i.ccount". This account is not necessary when

Storeskeeper keqt No-
Date 19
Furnish to Dept
=ff
the materials listed below
Quantity Articles ]Description UnitPrice Cost
Price by Approved
Entered iieceived by
CHART if- 6
MATERIAL REQUISITION

estirnating for bud^jet purposes, because the Purchasing
Depart'fient determines the price of materials by
referrin3 to pest and present prices end studying the
price trends end market conditions. 'Tnen determining
actual costs, however, the "Variations Account" must
be used. This account is charged if the price goes up
and credited if the price cones down. Should these
price changes eventuate, tne elasticity of tr.is
account will make allowances for the difference.
The variation in the quantity of material
used demands investigation. The Manufacturing Depart-
ment may use more or less material in producing the
shoes than was estimated. The Producing Departments
should be investigated to determine -why more leather
or findings are used and thereby possibly eliminate
waste in these materials. If less leather is used,
the maximum of efficiency is being achieved, allowing
more profitable operations.
The second major fact entering into the
subject of cost is labor. This item constitutes the
largest element of expense in the cost of a shoe, as

it does in perheps every industry. Labor is divided
into t-^vo clesses, day labor and piece wori. The day
labor is totaled by t Lme-card ccnpilat ion , whereas
the piece work: is paid for according to the rate set
by previous standards for each operation.
In the shoe industry, the labor is practically
all done by union workers. The nianufacturer
,
therefore,
has very little cnoioe in the wage paid the enployee.
A union worker demands union wages. The price -ust be
met or production stops. The National Industrial
Recovery Act stipulates the -ninijnuT wage that can be
paid an employee and the Tnaximum hours to be '.vorked,
thereby placing a restriction on the nanufacturer. The
only way, then for the manuf i oturer to lessen his labor
costs is to pronote the efficiency offered by production
control. By establishing the naximurr. of efficiency, tiie
Production Departient would be able to produce a greater
volume in the sa-T« tine and thereby reduce the costs of
manufacturing the snoes.
To determine accurately tne unit cost of the
shoe, reliable records of the direct labor must be .<ept.

These enter into the date of the Cost Departnent and
can be obtained by keeping records of the time cards
and total production on specially-prepared forms v/aich
allov/ for a sumaar ization of these charges.
The tnird factor is manufacturing expense.
This is often called burden or overhead. Manufacturing
expense includes all the ocpenses and costs, direct
laboi and direct material excepted, incurred in the
operation of the plejat. They consist of three elements
1. Indirect ''laterials
2. Indirect Labor
3. Indirect Expense.
Indirect -materials include all material not
used directly in the manufacturing of the shoe, such as
oil for machinery, needles, or sandpaper.
Indirect Labor consists of all labor not
directly expended on the product, such as wages of
receiving clerks, truckers, and unskilled apprentices.
Indirect Expense includes all costs for the
general use in the plant, such as light, water, repairs
etc.
These expenses end costs will be gathered by

the Cost Department and distributed over each
producing depart-nent. The distribution of tnis over-
head may be done in a number of weys. The -lost
applicable methods ere:
1. Direct labor hour method
2. Floor spece
3. Production centers
The direct labor hour method of distribution
uses ti^ie rather than cost. The total menufscturing
expense is divided by the hours workied and the result
is the amount of burden to be charged against the cost
of the shoe. If the burden is distributed according
to the floor space method, it is spread over the
department according to the amount of square feet of
space thet particular depart -lent occupies. The
distribution of overhead may also be accomplished by
1
rieens of production centers. The similar operations
tiwoMgr^ the plant are called production centers, end
the burden is distributed over each machine in the
center. This is snoTvn as "Distributing expense over
the point of "che tool". The distributio . of overhead,
then is an arbitrary point ?rhich nay be selected as
Adapted from "Budgetary Control" McKinsey ,-Page 189

the Cost Depsrt-p.ent desires.
The Production Department may aid the Cost
Department in determining the cost of the snoe by
means of manufacturing sample lots of each style,
which will be called "Test Runs". These "Test Runs"
serve e dual purpose. They are a check on the
manufacturing processes and often aid in detecting
hidden weaknesses in manufacturing which hinder the
efficiency of the department. In the regular run
of manufacture these defects might pass unnoticed.
The "Test Runs" also give the Cost Department
accurate data regarding the cost of the shoe.
All the expenses entering into the cost of
the shoe have been collected by the Cost Department
over the course of the "Test Runs". These expenses
are entered on a cost sheet which contains the
expenses incurred in all the processes throughout the
manufacture of the ^oe. Yifhen this sheet is totaled
the actual cost of producing the shoe is determined.
Chart 7f7 outlines the cost sheet.
Selling prices on popular-priced shoes are

COST SHEET
Sample no.
Grade
1/p. Office
Ti.p Cutting
Ut.r.
—
Fnv §t» fit
r
^C,^ ^ .
}pec. Paol^ing
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Si^o Fa&< -
n
1
iiixtra
Total
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Toial
Labor
Outsnle iLTotal
T*p MateriaJ
[nsple" Lasts
r.nrk- Tfilt. Gen Exp
Heel Fin Exp
Top Lift Org. E^p
Extra
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Expense
Eyelets
Hnnk-R
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Cost to
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5
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Heei ir^ads
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cSilk: Label s
Yelt Thr.
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^
]
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!
Total
Material
Remarks
i
1

not usually besed on costs but on already-established
price levels. The old-time method of settin=^ the price
on the cost-plus basis is done today only on expensively-
constructed snoes. This system does not require such an
accurate knowledge of the costs of manufacture. Today,
however, standard-priced shoes are common everywhere.
This fact determines the price which the manufacturer
can aslc even before the production begins.
With a properly-conducted cost syste-n the
manufacturer has a method whereby he can produce the
1
shoes within the a 1ready-quoted sales price. If the
estimated costs are runnin?; too high, they nust be
adjusted and brought doivn to the actual costs. If they
have been figured below the actual costs the variation
must be added to the estimate so that it will compere
with the actual cost. If the costs are fairly
representative for the type of shoe and offer a good
margin of profit, then the operations of control are
deemed successful.
Predetermination of costs also points out
the unprofitable lines being produced. The Regal Shoe
1
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Conpeny usually sells their suoes at the standard
price of #6,60. This means that in order to ma'xe a
profit, they must manufacture well belov/ this price.
A particular model, a riding boot, was costed at
#8»00. This boot, nevertheless, v^as sold at the
standard price. This is pointed out to impress upon
the reader the fact that without a cost system any
shoe manufacturer might subject himself to great
losses without his knowledge.
If cost data is to be used to the greatest
extent and given correct im.portance in an organization,
it is necessary that those whom they concern should be
i'.r.pressed with a proper sense of their value. Many
executives tolerate cost figures; many are enthusiastic
about their compilation; few appreciate fully the many
ways in which cost data can be used to guide the
policies of a business. The cost accountant wno can
bring to an organization a full sense of tne usefulness
of costs is an important factor in its success.
Furthermore, the cost accountant must be able
to a certain Qctent to forecast coming conditions. He
I
must be able to deter- ine fro-n. & study of pest
performences v^et mey reasonably be expected in the
future. He -^.ust be familiar with the tendencies of
the ausiness in its different elements and be able to
point out the factors which snould be considered in
deciding upon policies for future guidance.
Upon completion of its investigation, the
Cost Depart lent offers its data on each style of snoe
to the Financial Departuent, so that it can proceed
with its duties. This department must find an tctuel
profit for the period.
The Financial Accounting Department, as has
been said before, records only the actual financial
transections and value fluctuations of the business
as they occur from day to day. j-± the close of the
business period the elimination and grouping of cer'.ain
of these accounts by bookkeeping entries allows for
a su-^marizat ion of the records in statement form.
These statements are prepared for executive use.
The Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement show
the condition of the business and the net profit or

or net loss Tor the business period.
For the purposes of Budgetery Control,
however, this department will aid tne Seles and
Productive Depart-ients and all other sections of the
business^ by combining the forecasted figures prepared
in these depart lents in the fora of a budgeted Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement.
Complete budgetary control does not exist
unless the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement
are budc^eted to reflect the results of the forecasted
activity of the period. Failure to budget these
state-ents means that the Budget Committee hss stopped
short of its final joel. The opinion frequently
expressed in regard to these budgeted state^ients is
"that it is merely a refinement wr.ich probali^ requires
1
more work then the results justify". This point of
view overlooks the fundamental reason for installing
a budget system. They provide a means of proving the
acjuracy of the other budgets. They allovf for a
comparison of the budgeted figures witn the actual
figures of the period. They are concise reports for
executive use.
1
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In order to prepare the statements containing
the actual eotivities of the business, the Accounting
Department operates a main set of books or general
accounts. These accounts include all the real accounts
vmich are divided into assets, liabilities, and capital,
and all the nominal accounts which ere divided into the
income and expense factors of the business. Through the
use of these accounts, such as Purchases of Equipment,
Material, Sales, Collections and Disbursements, the
outside transactions of the business are recorded and
finally have a direct bearing on tne preparation of
these statements. These general accounts also exercise
control over the cost or factory records. Tnese records
have detailed information essentially important in
obtaining the summaries of the main set of books.
There are tvro ways in which the figures of
the factory mey be summarized in the general accounts.
The particular -nethod used v/ould have been previously
deter^dned when establishing the Chart of Accounts.
They are:
1. Controlling Accounts
2. Factory Account

^ controllins account is an account in the
General Ledger which shows in summary, information
that appears in detail elsewhere usually, in another
ledger. Inour case this will be the Cost Ledger,
By using the controlling accounts the detailed dfta of
the cost r'c cords will be siiirsnarized and the tatels
entered in the main set of books under the control
accomt titles*.
Material
Labor
Expense
IVork in Process
Finished Goods
In order to reduce the number of controlling
accovtnts in the general Ledger a Factory Ledger is
sometimes used. V/hen a Factory Ledger is used it is
controlled by a Factory Ledger Controlling Account in
the General Ledger which shov/-s in total the amounts
shoiTO in detail in tiie Factory Ledger. This method
results in a series of controlling accounts within
controlling accounts, as eecn of the cost accounts in
the Factory Ledger controls ether subsidiary records.
I
At the end of the accounting period the main
books of the company are closed, leaving balances in
certain accounts v/iiich form the bpsis for the sura^.ariz-
ing statements, tne Balance Sheet and the Profit aad
Loss '^tatenent.
The Balance Sheet is a statement of the
condition of the business at a close of a definite
period of business. This statement contains tne assets
of the company and the liabilities and capital. The
result is the change that has taken place since the
close of the previous accounting period.
The Profit and Loss Statement is a more
minute picture presenting how tnis change ca-ne about.
The amount of net sales is given and from this figure
is deducted the cost of constructing tne srioes, together
with any other expenses which have been contracted
during the period. Any other income is added and the
result is the actual net profit or net loss for the
period.
Many of the aud'=:et forms neve been designed
to shov/ actual performance ageinst the forecasted

budgets. The Balance Sheet and Profit end Loss
Statement of the co ipany will aford an opportunity
for a coTT.parison betv;een tne goal established at the
beginning of the period and the result attained. No
atterapt will be made to discuss the form of Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement with actual and
budgeted figures. These figures will be purely
fictitious, but will shavr clearly the infomation
that is desired and also afford an opportunity for
certain comparisons.
The Profit and Loss State^'ients and the
Balance Sheets sre presented to the directors end
chief executives at definite periods during the year.
These periods usually occur annually or semi-
annually, but it is apparent that if the management
is to make the most of its opportunities the
stetements must be presented m.ore frequently.
Monthly state"_ents of condition ere desired, because
they avail the management of fresh information upon
which to base policies and facts, and enable them, to
determine in v/hat respects the actual operations of

the plant are failing to achieve the perfection of the
estimates.
The v/ork of the Accounting Department ties
up with tne management of the plant in that tne results
Twhioh they offer can be made the basis of further
management. The findings of this Department will aid
in carrying on to further perfection the syste-p. of
budgetary control.

X. Y. Z. S H 0 E COMPANY
B A L i- M G E SHEET
>--s et DECEMBER 51, 1954
ASSETS
CURREIIT ASSETS
Cash
Accovmts Receive.ble
Less: Reserve for Doubtful Accounts
Notes Receivable
Inventories
:
Finished joods
.Yorlc in Process
Raw Materials
Factory Supplies
Total Current Assets
Fixed A-Ssets
Land and duildinrs
Machinery and Equipment
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Tools and Dies
Lasts and Patterns
Less: Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets
Deffered Charges
Prepaid Advertising
Total Assets
LlA^ILIT lES
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll
Total Current Liabilities
Fixed Liabilities
Bonds Payable T/t> due 1940
Total Liabilities
*320 000
6 000
124 000
80 000
16 000
30 000
200 000
40 000
55 000
5 000
58 900
314 000
9 000
250 000
80 000
160 000
24 000
50 000
8 000
268 500
18 000
631 900
514 000
8 000
„953 900
^286 500
200 000 200 000
^468 500
CAPITAL
Capital Stock
Goimnon Stock
Preferred 7/c Stock
Surplus
iJ250 000
100 000 350 000
155 400 485 400
Total Liabilities and Capitel 955 000

rX. Y. Z. SHOE COMPANY
"Pro Foma" Balance Sueet
(Based on Estj-nated Figures )
For The Year - 19o4
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Less: Reserve for Doubtful Accounts
Notes Receivable
Inventories
:
Finished Joods
Woric in Process
Raw Materials
Factory Supplies
Total Current Assets
4 332 000
5 000
117 000
75 000
18 000
23 000
4> 65 000
327 000
10 000
233 000
4 635 000
Fixed Assets
Land and Buildings
• achinery and Equipment
Less: Reserve for ^depreciation
Tools and Dies
Lasts and Patterns
Less: Reserve for i^epreciation
Total Fixed i^s sets
200 000
40 000
50 000
4 500
80 000
160 000
21 000
45 500
306 500
Deferred Charges
Prepaid Aavertising
Tot el Assets
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Pay Roll
Total Current Liabilities
Fixed Liabilities
Bonds Payable 7/o due 1940
Total Liabilities
LIABILITIES
7 000
^250 000
14 000
^ 200 000
7 000
948 500
# 244 000
200 OOP
« 444 000
C/i^ITAL
Capital Stock
Co:njiion Stock:
Preferred T.o Stock
Surplus
Total Liabilities and Capital
« 250 000
100 000 350 000
154 500 504 500

X. Y. Z. SHOE C 0 \^ P A li Y
PROFIT j^:;D LOSS ST.hTE EIJT
Year Ending — December 31, 1934
Gross Sales ^2 611 500
Less: Sales Returns and Allov/ances 38 000
Net Sales ^2 543 500
Less: Cost of Goods Sold 1 875 O'^O
Gross Profit 668 500
Deduct: Operating Expenses
Factory Expense 112 000
General Administrative Expense 327 500
Selling Expense 105 600
Total Operating Expense
——
—
Net Operating Income 123 400
Add: Other Incorae
Purchase Discount 25 400
Interest on Notes Receivable 600 26 000
Total Income from Operations 149 400
Deduct: Other Expense
Interest on Bonds 14 000 14 000
Net Profit for Period |lo5 400

96
X. Y. Z. SHOE C 0 M P A i'l Y
"Pro Forma" Profit and Loss StateTnent
(Based on Estimated Figures )
For the Yeer - 1934
Gross Sales
Less: Sales i^eturns and Alloivances
Net Sales
Less: Cost of Joods Sold
Gross Profit
Deduct: Operating Expenses
Factory I^pense
General Adniinistrat ive Expense
Selling Expense
Total Operating i'xpense
Net Operating ^noome
Add: Other Incoirs
Purchase Disc aunt
Interest on Notes Receivable
Total In cone from Operations
Deduct: Other Expense
Interest on Bonds
.j2 654 000
50 000
117 500
321 900
95 100
22 000
500
42 584 000
1 859 500
725 500
14 000
534 500
191 000
22 500
168 500
14 000
Net Profit for Period 4 154 500
*

CONCLUSION
There is no exact formule for perfecting en
organization. Every business man v/ould like to have
such a formula to meet nis needs. Budgetary control
is not introduced with the idea that it is e hard &nd
fast rule for success. The plan is not considered
perfect or final. It is merely a constructive
contribution to a larse and vital problem.
The development of budgetary control in this
thesis is based upon the primary premise that its
fundamental purpose is to foresee probable future
results end to control the plsjat accordingly in order to
attain the budgeted ^oal. Many will, undoubtedly, be
of the opinion that such a method of operation is
impossible, because the average plant is supposed to be
running on as close a basis as possible and that further
control would in some way injure the plant.
Budgetary control is adopted to stabilize the
organization. It accomplishes its purpose. It promotes
and facilitates constructive leadership. It welds the

organizption into an effective harraonious unit. It
establishes co-ordinated effort and allows supervision
over the product and the plant. Budgetary control will
never take the place of aanaj^ement . It is ^.erely an
instrviment -which helps to effect a guidance not
otherwise possible.
Budgetary control has been developed to the
greatest extent in the field of production. In my
estimation the system still offers nevi possibilities in
other fields relative to industry. The manufacturer can
alvmys appreciate addea efficiency in his organization
and the extension of the system to new fields will offer
many benefits.
I should suggest as I bring this discussion to
a close,the control of distribution and advertising.
Distribution has always been a source of great expense
and little has been done to place a check over it. Some
atte-npt has been made, however, and menufacturers
realize the savings which are possible under a definite
plan of control. Advertising has run ra-^pant and
needs control in order to obtain the greatest results

frofm each doller spent, "Big Business" has developed
gradually and time will place every item in business
under budgetary controlt
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